The effects of a local magnetic field on nonequilibrium stationary states (NESS) of the open quantum XXZ spin chain are investigated with a Lindblad master equation approach in the limit of strong dissipation. The local magnetic field is applied to a single bulk spin of the chain while the ends are kept at fixed polarizations by dissipation. We show that suitable changes of the local magnetic field permit to invert the spin current by switching pure NESS with opposite chiralities, while preserving the state purity and achieving optimal transport. PACS numbers: 75.10.Jm, 75.76.+j, 03.67.Pp Introduction. Much efforts are presently devoted to the study of quantum properties, such as entanglement and purity, that allow to select within the huge Hilbert space of a quantum many-body system, states that are useful for quantum information and for the development of new quantum devices. As it is well known, entangled states are fundamental for quantum protocols involving key distribution, error corrections, teleportation, etc., while pure states play a crucial role for security and efficiency of these protocols [1] . In the real world, however, a quantum system is always in contact with some environment which leads to decoherence and therefore to the loss of the above properties quickly in time. This implies that quantum states of realistic many-body systems are rarely pure.
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Recently it has became clear that it is possible to stabilize quantum states by means of dissipation [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . This approach has many practical advantages with respect to the creation of the same states via coherent dynamics, since the quantum states produced by means of dissipation are intrinsically nonequilibrium stationary states (NESS) not reachable within Gibbs ensemble and much more resistant against decoherence.
On the other hand, the management of NESS is far from being trivial and typically requires the use of sophisticated dissipative long range mechanisms [13] . In particular, to change a dissipatively produced pure state into another pure state with qualitatively different physical properties, nontrivial changes of either the coherent part of the dynamics, or of the dissipators, or of both, are required [14] . All these operations involve structural changes that are not easy to implement in real experiments. For practical applications it would be therefore convenient if the management of dissipatively produced states could be realized by means of external fields, without making any structural change to the system. In particular, if two pure NESS carrying opposite currents could be switched under this type of management, this would allow to realize a quantum switch that inverts the current simply by means of a local field.
The purpose of this Letter is to show how such a quantum switch can actually be made. For this we investigate the NESS of an open quantum XXZ spin chain in the limit of strong dissipation and in the presence of a local magnetic field applied to a single spin in the interior of the chain, while the ends are kept at fixed polarizations by dissipation (see Fig. 1 for a schematic setup). Quite remarkably, we find that suitable changes of the local field permit to switch between pure NESS with opposite chiralities and to invert the spin current while preserving the purity of the states and achieving optimal transport. For possible practical implementations of our theoretical concept, we provide explicit estimates of the relaxation times and fidelities of the NESS involved in the switch for the specific case of a chain of five spins.
We remark that in absence of magnetic fields the optimal transport (maximal magnetization current) in open XXZ chains is always achieved in the proximity of pure states [15] and in the limit of infinitely large dissipative couplings, i.e. the so called Zeno limit [16, 17] , it is possible to target pure NESS that carry high ballistic currents and remain pure on a very long time scale [18, 19] . Dissipative XXZ spin chains have also been recently proposed as sensitive magnonic logical gates [20] as well as quantum diodes for the rectification of the spin [21] and thermal [22, 23] currents. However, the possibility to switch different quantum NESS only by means of a local magnetic field is, to the best of our knowledge, a completely uninvestigated physical phenomenon of potential interest for applications.
Model. Let us consider the Heisenberg XXZ spin chain of length N coupled to dissipative magnetization baths which tend to polarize the first and last spin of the chain in the states ψ L ≡ |θ L , ϕ L and ψ R ≡ |θ R , ϕ R , respectively, along the corresponding polarization vectors:
denotes the pure single spin state at site i, σ are the usual Pauli matrices and θ i , ϕ i are spherical coordinates of the local magnetization, i.e.
( σ
The interaction with the dissipative environment is described in the framework of the Lindblad master equation (LME) [24, 25] :
where L is the Liouvillean operator generating the full evolution of the state and H 0 is the XXZ spin chain Hamiltonian with uniaxial anisotropy describing the coherent part of the evolution:
, with L i Lindblad operators targeting the polarizations n L , n R at the left (site 1) and right (site N ) edges, respectively, taken as
with |θ, ϕ ⊥ denoting the state orthogonal to |θ, ϕ . It is a generic feature of Eq. (1) that, independently on initial conditions, after a relaxation time a NESS is reached: ρ(t) → ρ N ESS . Due to the gradient of magnetization created by the dissipative baths, a generic NESS is intrinsically a nonequilibrium state, unique for our choice of dissipators. By changing the bath polarizations n L , n R and adjusting the anisotropy parameter, ∆, one can manipulate the NESS to obtain a pure state ρ = |SHS SHS| [18] , [26] , with
and γ = arccos ∆. Note that the azimuthal angle in (4) increases by γ at each site along the chain so that the spins build up a fully polarized frozen helix of period 2π/γ, also called spin-helix state (SHS). To relax on a SHS the dissipation Γ must be much stronger than the coherent part of the evolution and polarization baths must fit the SHS, i.e. ψ L ≡ |θ, 0 , ψ R ≡ |θ, γ(N − 1) . Also note that the relation ∆ = cos γ implies that SHS with opposite chiralities, i.e. |SHS(θ, ±γ) ≡ |± 1,N , can exist for the same value of ∆ and they carry opposite ballistic currents:
) denoting the z−component of the magnetization current operator.
Pure kink-SHS. In order to manipulate the spin-helix NESS by means of local magnetic fields we consider the Hamiltonian H = H 0 + h M · σ M with H 0 given by (2) and h M denoting a magnetic field applied to a bulk spin at site M , 1 < M < N . In the following we assume, for simplicity, boundary bath polarizations in the XY -plane (θ = π/2) and denote |ϕ ≡ |π/2, ϕ . The above SHS properties allow to construct a novel type of NESS consisting of two SHS pieces of opposite chirality joined at the site M . Indeed, by properly choosing h M and the boundary bath polarizations, it is possible to stabilize via dissipation the pure NESS:
that is exact in the limit Γ → ∞ (see Supplementary Material [29] ). Obviously, such a state can exist only due to the presence of the magnetic field that sustains the change of chirality (kink) created at the site M . Indeed, note that at the site M the state (6) undergoes an inversion of chirality, i.e.
In the following we refer to this state as a kink-spin helix state (kink-SHS).
The fact that the |+ and |− pieces of the kink-SHS (6) carry opposite ballistic currents (see Eq. (5)) implies that the site M must be either a source or a sink, depending on the sign of γ, and in order to have stationarity the following balance condition for σ z M must be satisfied:
Calculating the averages in (7) with respect to the kink-SHS (6) and using (5) we find:
Note that this condition on the magnetic field does not involve the h Fig. 2a . By tuning the local magnetic field components in the XY plane according to Eq. (8) and increasing the dissipation rate Γ, the NESS can be made arbitrarily close to the pure NESS (6) . This is shown in Fig. 2b where the magnetization current and 1 − p, with (a) (b) Fig. 2a) . Moreover, the current at these points attains the same maximum amplitude but with opposite signs, as expected for opposite chirality, |+, − , |−, + kink-SHS. Also note that since the kink-SHS condition ∆ = cos γ couples the anisotropy to the boundary magnetization gradient ϕ R − ϕ L , a change of the anisotropy or a change of the chirality (i.e. γ → −γ), makes necessary an adjustment of the magnetization gradient. If N is odd and the field is applied at the center of the chain, however, the constraint ϕ R = (2M − N − 1)γ is satisfied for aligned borders, ϕ L = ϕ R = 0, for arbitrary γ.
A kink-SHS quantum switch. Let us consider a chain of odd size N with a local magnetic field applied to the central site, M = (N + 1)/2 and ϕ R = ϕ L = 0. In this case the bath reservoirs are the same for both edges (as sketched in Fig. 1) ) and Eq. (8) is written as:
where the different signs correspond to the kink-SHS |+, − and |−, + obtained from Eq. (6) with +γ and −γ, respectively. From Eq. (9) it follows that, by keeping the magnetic field component amplitude h can pass from the pure state |+, − to the pure state |−, + (or viceversa), realizing in this manner a quantum dissipative switch that operates only via the local magnetic field. This is illustrated in Fig. 3a where the time evolution of the magnetization current j z , obtained from direct numerical integrations of the LME (1), is shown after an instantaneous change of the magnetic field. In the numerical simulation the initial condition is taken as a kink-SHS of type |+, − , created by tuning the local field (h x M , h y M , 0) to the corresponding anisotropy value using Eq. (9), and by flipping, at the time t = 0, the y-component of the field. The net outcome of the flip is the change of the initial state |+, − into the kink-SHS |−, + of opposite chirality, this giving the inversion of the current shown in Fig. 3a .
Fidelity and relaxation time optimization. Although exact pure kink-SHS are attained for infinitely large dissipations, for any practical purpose it is possible to achieve an effective Zeno regime when the dissipation becomes larger than some characteristic finite value, Γ char , which depends on system parameters. For finite Γ the distance of the NESS from the asymptotic Zeno pure state can be measured with the purity p while the relaxation time, τ , i.e. the time needed to reach the asymptotic state, is of the order τ ≈ 1/g where g is the gap of the Liouvillean superoperator associated to the LME (1). In Fig. 3b we show the Liouvillean gap and the purity obtained from direct numerical solutions of the LME, as functions of Γ, from which we see that: with Γ char , D, depending on system parameters but not on Γ. From this it follows that for a better and faster convergence to the Zeno pure NESS one must minimize Γ char and maximize D. This can be done by observing that Eq. (9) implies the existence of a one-parameter family of solutions for h 
these being a consequence of the mirror symmetry of the respective physical states and imply that the D, Γ char optimization holds true for both (±h y M , ±γ 0 ) parameter choices, i.e. for both kink-SHS involved in the switch.
Conclusion. We have demonstrated the possibility to use local magnetic fields to switch between different pure NESS, preserving their purity and attaining optimal spin current. A quantum switch that inverts the current via the local field only, was discussed for the case of "aligned borders". The developed theory, however, is general and results can be extended to arbitrary bath polarizations. The optimization of the relaxation time and fidelity of the NESS involved in the switch was also discussed. We believe that the above properties and the robustness of kink-SHS against decoherence makes these NESS of interest for applications.
